
We are learning new things every day, 
young or old - age is irrelevant. 
Knowledge defines us, 
knowledge provides for our future. 
Keep learning.



WORLD
LEADER 
PROJECT

Challenging the myth of the naturally gifted 
speaker, the workshop comprises engaging 
exercises that teach primary school pupils the 
communication skills employed by politicians 
to engage an audience. The workshop is 
staged as a Children’s World Change Summit 
to include 10 children from Manchester and 
10 children from China.10 children from China.

Child candidates from inner city Manchester, 
whose lives will benefit from the ability to 
vote and campaign, will gain insight into the 
workings of government and women’s contri-
bution, plus the skills to make a difference to 
their world. The Children’s World Change 
Summit provides an opportunity to direct 
media attention tomedia attention towards children who are 
actively interested in the current political 
state of the country and their world, to give 
them a platform for their views.  

Using performance to engage the young 
people with politics, participants will create 
their own party-political broadcast.

Visit the Houses of Parliament for a tour 
including an exhibition of “209 Women” in 
Parliament. Followed by a presentation of 
their talks to Central Manchester MP Lucy 
Powell, Withington MP Jeff Smith and a 
female Member of The House of Lords.
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Dear Educate Study

I am sorry I couldn’t attend the World Leaders speech event this time, due to Brexit
looming, which requires my attendance in numerous meetings, but I sincerely hope
the children from Hunan and Manchester had an informative time about Parliament
and politics.

I wish you all success in the rest of activities that lie ahead.
 

Lucy Powell MP
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CULTURAL
EXCHANGE
MANCHESTER

Educate Study is based in Manchester, 
and what better place to promote than 
Manchester.

Manchester has a Manchester has a vast historical and 
culture to exchange with a Chinese 
audience, we follow the mango little 
ambassador’s footsteps in and around 
Manchester, to learn about Manchester’s 
Education, Manchester World renowned 
Football teams, and Manchester tradition 
afternoon tea. afternoon tea. 

The ambassadors visited Bolton school 
to spend a day in the school understand-
ing Manchester education in Music & Arts 
and Engineering. Visiting Manchester 
United, and spending a night with ex 
Manchester United footballer Willie 
Morgan.

Also visiting Peckton Castle understand-
ing the British charm of nice traditional 
English afternoon tea and learning table 
manner etiquette. Finishing off the 
cultural exchange an Audience with Man-
chester Mayor in his office of residence.



CHINESE 
NEW YEAR 
GALA

The Year of Rooster, Hunan TV and Educate 
Study selected 10 musical Mango little 
ambassador to perform with RNCM excep-
tional Musical students and professors at the 
RNCM theatre to celebrate Chinese New Year. 
Through Hunan TV to showcase the best 
Music College in Manchester – RNCM and a 
full auditorium of mainly Chinese full auditorium of mainly Chinese Audience 
and our sponsors fashion Brand Glamour, 
Mapping and Webb, Hainan Airline, Lowry 
Hotel, Football Hotel. Manchester Mayor Carl. 

RNCM Principal Linda and President FCAM Lisa 
(Chinese association in Manchester) giving 
opening speech to wishing everyone a Pros-
perous and Good Health to celebrate Chinese 
New Year with Educate Study.

The Chinese New Year Gala event provided a 
night to remember in Manchester, which 
organised a full variety show with diverse acts 
from the traditional Lion Dance, to classical 
duets with Jeremy Young and Lu Jie, Arts of 
China troupe performing a traditional spring 
dance, and many more acts.

Visit: wwVisit: www.chinesenewyeargala.com
 



MMU
SUMMER
CAMP

Educate Study partnered with MMU 
Summer School since 2016, having three 
successful years running the Summer 
Camp with MMU. Participant are mainly 
University students from China who are 
now studying in UK, after attended the 
MMU Summer School, the students fell in 
lolove with Manchester as a place and the 
culture that United Kingdom has shown. 

We continue to promote higher institutions 
in Manchester, through our programme and 
Hunan TV and hope more and more 
Chinese to know this city – Manchester, we 
love Manchester.
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